Caution: Center of Attention Silicone Ring
This non-medical device is intended as a sexual enhancing aid only. Not intended for contraceptive/birth control or the treatment of erection conditions. Use no longer than 30 minutes at a time. Allow 60 minutes between additional uses. Do not fall asleep or fall asleep under the influence of alcohol or drugs while using this product. Prolonged use (without removal) may result in bruising at the base or permanent injury to the penis. Consult a physician should any complication occur and discontinue use immediately.

Cleaning and storage
Clean, before and after every use. For best results, we recommend using Athena’s (antibacterial) Mighty Tidy toy Cleaner (SKU MTT-1235 4 oz. or SKU MTT-2762 8 oz.) Store in a cool dry location.

Lubrication
Be sure to use ample lubrication with your bedroom toys. For great results try Athena’s Perfect Harmony (SKU 2710 Original, SKU 2711 Tingling or SKU 2768 Warming). Not for use with silicone lubricants.

Follow these simple steps to help extend the life cycle of your toys
Do not store products near extreme cold or heat. Store in a cool dry location.
Do not store your adult toys in a manner where they are touching. Keep them separated to avoid melting or discoloring.
Do not place lotion bottles or adult novelties directly on furniture surfaces. Place them on a cloth to protect your toys and the finish on your furniture.

Warranty
All sales are final due to the intimate nature of our products. Motorized products are guaranteed for 30 days for a replacement. No refunds will be given. If you receive a broken product, or if your product breaks within 30 days of receipt, please contact your distributor, if purchased at a party, or our Customer Care Liaison, if purchased from our website, for instructions on how to send back your item for a replacement.
All defective product returns must be accompanied by a pre-authorization number. Our Customer Care Liaison can be reached by calling (401) 248-4721 or via email at e-mail: customerservice@athenashn.com

Center of Attention Operating Instructions
SKU 3369

This silky smooth, silicone penis ring is stretchy and comfortable to wear while making an erection the center of attention! The curved stimulator is elegantly designed to align with a partner’s sensitive hot spots for simultaneous sensations. The pleasure ridges target the clitoris or perineum, depending on how you choose to play and assures a deeply satisfying ride at the partner-contact point. Lovers will enjoy exploring 7 escalating modes of rhythmic pulsation and vibration.

Features
Memory chip resumes on last speed use
Waterproof - with self-sealing charging port button
Rechargeable: USB charge cord included
Not for use with silicone lubricants
Ring: 100% Silicone
Silver shell: ABS Plastic
Phthalate free
Height: 3 inches
Width widest point: 1.75 inches
Diameter ring relaxed: 1 inch

Charge time: 70 minutes
Run time: High Speed approximately 55 minutes
Run time: Low Speed approximately 80 minutes

Charging
Charge prior to use. Connect the USB cable to the USB port of your computer or other power source and the other end to the toys input port.

The light will flash while charging and become solid light when fully charged.
Initial charge: 70 minutes Run time: High speed approximately 55 minutes Run time: Low speed approximately 80 minutes

Operating:
To turn on or turn off, hold power button down for 3 seconds. Tap the On/Vibration button to cycle through the 6 additional modes of vibration and pulsation. Tap for 3 seconds for Off. This toy resumes operation to the last mode used.

Tap On 3 seconds / Tap for 6 additional modes of vibration / Tap 3 seconds Off